ARENA LYRICS by UNIQUE CREATION
I come with a two edge sword, enforced to, (Hebrews 4:12)
Mash up the arena,
Mash up the arena,
Mash up the arena,
On a next Hype still chase and status,
little league priest tryna bat for the majors,
go hard in a world that don't rate us,
even if i have to roll deep on my Jacobs,
wait up, do you even get what i made up,
don't sleep on Unique you best wake up,
light up the crowd for the sake of the maker,
bring good news to your ears any takers?,
out on the roads exposing secrets,
answers to questions I was seeking,
jumped off the bench, went wild on the pitch,
dug holes so the other team falls in a ditch, not playin here,
wise to the enemy's game out there,
the rules are a lie no fighting fair,
their built to confuse let's make it clear, I’ll take it there,
one path, one way, winner gang all day,
rep B-F-A, and in Christ I’ll stay,
don't stress to impress, keep my family tight,
stand up for what's right, i'm alright in a fight,
said it before, I was born in a war,
so what d'you expect when i draw for the sword,
i see the world through melodies, chords,
here for the crims and the girls called whores,
i'm here for what's mine, it's best you mind yours,
no time to watch jaws that talk with no cause,
far from a sheg-man, i'm a pen man,
speak truth to the end man, never bend fam,
my mind never sleeps so the bars are endless,
enlisting thoughts when I write in excess,
tryna shine light in the darkest places,
fuelling flames for the hidden faces,
I need energy energy, to do what's nece-ssry,
Pharisees telling the world i speak heresy,
I see beyond all your dead talk and currency,
make no mistake I will water your Hennessey,
scoring on penalty, guarding my territory,
not one for jealousy, fed up of fallacy,
I chose this life very carefully,
and I push through hardships prayerfully,
a mark bigger than a logoooo,
part of a movement never soloooo,
captivate thought with a cold flow,
nelson grip lock and cholk hold,
hard-core match up with no holds, barred,
bold news on gold postcards,
deep waters one coastguard,
focus so the show don't stop,

